Three days Youth Festival commencements.
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My name is wrongly written as
gujal Mohd. I am applying for correction
name of my son, Adhiraj
by receiving awards in inter
by receiving awards in inter
directed that the pay of
and officials from ZEO
Planning Officer (ZEPO),
School Education (DSE)
absent ZEO
Circle to enquire into the mat-
resignation. The students were guid-
ministry has issued instruc-
-

**Notice**

I, Ritu Jamwal W/o Sh.
Kotwal. I do hereby bring to the
BATCH STARTS
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S/o Ghulam Mohd

**Notice**

Notice:

I, Shahnawaz Dar IEC
Engineer I and FC Jammu in

gurated by H. C Jerath Chief

Prominent among others
include: Aditya Sharma,
Director ESCI Hyderabad.
Shahnawaz Dar, Bashir Ahmed,
Divekar Motia, Shahnawaz Dar,
Srinavas Singh, Vishal Kumar,
Gujal Singh (Surpass), Rashid
Bhardwaj (Cricket), Sonajam,
and Rahul Singh and the

Guru Nanak Public studentsexcel in painting competition
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